Think Outside the Box and Outsource: AutoCAD Shop Drawing, Quantity Take-offs and Cost Estimates

PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GROWTH
Outsourcing may not immediately
come to your mind at this time. But it
has its perks, with a fresh eyes and
no emotional ties it can provide you
detailed reports.
You may need to consider it before
growing pains are hurting and your
excitement turns to stress and
anxiety.
We are experienced builders with
manufacturing experience who have
down sized and upscaled businesses
in our various experiences in the
Industry over the last three decade
We will review workflows, policies,
processes and staffing and provide
you with simple to understand visual
workflows supported by clearly

written instructions in writing, we will
recommend forms, processes for the
expected increased volume of work and
software’s that will be essential in this
new era of your business to monitor,
control and report the status of your
company activities from warehousing to
site installation and all in between.
Fixed Overheads can soar and be
breaking forecast budgets if not
carefully planned and considered.
Outsourcing Quantity take offs, Bills of
Quantities and Cost estimating can help
reduce the fixed cost growth and
provide a scalability that will be
required.
Our review and reporting of your
current policy, processes, manuals,

handbooks and facility workflows can be
an intense but relatively fast process. You
decide if you just want a report and
recommendations and you take it from
there.
Alternatively, we can team partner as
your back of house support as required to
assist in the period of growth with
the tedious and laborious tasks pertaining
to estimating, contract
administration, planning, contract reviews
for risk management, Contractual notices,
correspondence support and Claim
preparation.
Remember the six Ps of Planning –
Prior,
Planning
and
Preparation,
Prevents, Poor Performance
Join the thinkers and OUTSOURCE in 2021.
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